Liquor comes in 650ml containers (2 portions) The Liquor is made on the thick side this is done
for travelling purposes, best to place all in a microwave bowl OR saucepan on the cooker and stir
at intervals add boiling water to the consistency you like
The Mash (should you have ordered ) is vacuum packed in 2 portion packs, the pack can be put
straight into the microwave and will be piping hot when the bag begins to balloon/bubble. Leave to
rest for a minute or two.
Pies take around 15 minutes in an oven on 180c Gas mark 4 remove pie from foil and insert one
Table Spoon of water into the Foil - Replace pie. To pie top brush a film of water all over.
If You have Frozen my products
From Frozen leave to thaw remove pie from foil and insert one Table Spoon of water into the Foil Replace pie. To pie top brush a film of water all over. Place all on a baking tray and place in hot
oven at 150 °C (300 °F or Gas Mark 2) for 10 minutes

My Steam Puddings thru Microwave
From chilled: 800W / 900W 40 secs / 35 secs
Remove outer sleeve and film lid.
Place pudding onto a microwaveable plate.
Heat on full power.
Leave to stand for 1 minute after heating.
Now Official Stockist of Chapman Seafood
The Chapman's Family have been involved in the Sea fish industry for 50 years. Based in Grimsby
in North-East Lincolnshire, our knowledge and experience is invaluable in all aspects of our
business. Although I do not have the complete range in my online store as yet, I have a weekly
delivery from Grimsby so please telephone to order.
The information above is correct at the time of publishing ( August 2021)

“take care, stay safe, rely on me!
Sally
Telephone: 01394 270462 www.sallyjanes.co.uk

